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Adler, Irving. Communication; by Irving and Ruth Adler. Day, 1967. 47p. illus.
(Reason Why Series) Library ed. $2.68 net.
A survey of the development of communication from the first cave
Ad pictures of prehistory through the development of writing, the movable
4-5 type that led to wider use of books, the signaling apparatus for instant
messages, the symbols used in special trades or disciplines, and the
various contemporary media and devices for stored communication or
instantaneous long-distance communication. The book covers much the
same material as is in Jupo's Read All About It! (Prentice-Hall, 1957)
which is written in livelier style but has a different emphasis. The Ad-
lers give good coverage and accurate information, but the writing is dry
and the text sprinkled with phonetic explanations of pronunciation; some
(but not all) of these words are repeated in a word list at the back of the
book, a list that includes such words as "alphabet," which has already
been defined when used in the text.
Asimov, Isaac. The Roman Empire. Houghton, 1967. 277p. illus. $4.50.
A sequel to The Roman Republic, which ended with Octavian's receiv-
R ing the name of Augustus in 27 B.C. Now the power of Rome and her ideas
8- began to spread through the known world, and much that was assimilated
by Rome was affected by being sifted through the Roman culture. It is
this appraisal of cultural diffusion that marks Asimov's writing; the easy
style simply makes more palatable the familiar catalog of names and
dates, but the importance of the book is in the discussion of such a topic
as the place of Christianity in the spectrum of religions, the flexibility
it offered to Jews, the natural incorporation of pagan customs in a reli-
gion spreading through regions of Greece and Asia Minor, and the natu-
ral resistance of Rome to this subversive sect. Somehow, the dauntless
author manages to cover all the details of rulers, campaigns, battles, in-
trigues, sackings, burnings, and murders with enough vivacity and humor
to make the crowded history interesting and pleasant to read. A long ta-
ble of dates and an extensive index are appended.
Benchley, Nathaniel. The Strange Disappearance of Arthur Cluck; pictures by
Arnold Lobel. Harper, 1967. 64p. (I Can Read Books) Trade ed. $1.95;
Library ed. $2.19 net.
R An amusing nonsense story in which a wise old bird with detective in-
2-3 stincts solves the mystery of the disappearance of a baby chick. That is,
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he solves it after following a few false clues. When Arthur's distracted
mother discovers that her Arthur is not in the henhouse, she cries, "No-
body leave this farm. Everyone stay where you are!" The rooster hasn't
see Arthur. "I have been busy crowing. I cannot watch the children too."
The owl finally reasons that, since there are a lot of colored eggs in the
farmhouse and that every spring a lot of chicks disappear, Arthur may
be in the vicinity. And so he is. The story doesn't mention Easter, leav-
ing to small readers the pleasure of deducing it themselves. The writing
is light and lively, and the illustrations echo the humor of the writing.
Bentley, Phyllis. Oath of Silence; illus. by Burt Silverman. Doubleday, 1967.
214p. $3.50.
A story set in Yorkshire at the time of the Luddite risings; told by
R thirteen-year-old Ned Carver, this is a tale of the misery and resent-
7-9 ment that was produced by the first use of machines in the manufacture
of cloth. Ned is devoted to his sister's fiance, Bob Stead, and with him
takes the oath of allegiance to the cause and makes the promise never
to betray a brother. Bob is shot, and later arrested, when idleness brings
despair; in a mass trial, all of the local protestants are jailed, and both
Bob and Ned are sent to New South Wales. Although Ned's viewpoint is
consistent and the sympathy of the author clearly enlisted, the book also
gives some validity to the needs and problems of owners. The historical
background and local color are excellent, and the characters are believ-
able if not deeply developed; the weaknesses of the book are a tendency
to make the Luddites all sympathetic characters and their opponents
rather unsavory, and a slightly heavy style of writing.
Bradfield, Roger. Benjamin Dilley's Thirsty Camel. Rand McNally, 1967. 54p.
illus. $2.95.
A read-aloud picture book with cartoon-style drawings; the text han-
Ad dles rather nicely the idea of imaginative play, with the adults steering
K-2 a course between impatience ("Yes, dear, that's nice. Keep off the floor
'til it's dry, won't you, dear.") and resignation. Benjamin, an inveterate
dreamer, is used to the fact that adults can't seem to see what he does;
one day he is in the basement when his father's effort to fix a leaky pipe
results in a flood. While father is on the telephone, Benjamin's camel
uses a wrench to stop the gush of water and then drinks all the water on
the floor. The latter is explained by the discovery of a small floor drain;
the use of the wrench is the only-and therefore obtrusive-acceptance
of fantasy in the story. Amiable nonsense, much of it irrelevant.
Bryson, Bernarda. Gilgamesh; Man's First Story; written and illus. by Bernarda
Bryson. Holt, 1967. lllp. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.27 net.
An oversize book in which the text of the classic legend of Mesopota-
R mia is retold in a version that is quite well written, although there are
6-9 occasional textual phrases that seem awkwardly modern, especially
phrases in dialogue. The illustrations are outstandingly lovely: some are
precise pictures of temple interiors, others mystical, brooding pictures
of the gods, and some are small ornamental details. They are varied,
sensitive, and quite in accord both with the Sumerian setting and with
the melange of romance, legend, and history that is the story of Gilga-
mesh.
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Bull, Angela. Wayland's Keep. Holt, 1967. 198p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed.
$3.59 net.
Three adolescent girls, cousins, spending the holidays with their
R great-aunt in the English countryside, become intrigued by the events
6-9 that unfold in the lives they are reading about in some old family papers.
Their great-great uncle Wayland had bought a desolate castle keep;
where had the money come from? As the girls read and discuss, the
events of the past are so vivid that it is an easy transition for the reader
when the book moves directly to those past times. The author has skil-
fully balanced the emphases on the modern scene and on the story within
a story in which the modern characters are interested.
Burchard, Peter. Stranded; A Story of New York in 1875. Coward-McCann, 1967.
255p. $4.50.
A novel that gives a vivid picture of the corruption and violence of
R New York's fourth ward in the 1870's. Gavin MacInnes, when his ship
7-10 was in port for the night, got into a tavern brawl and woke the next morn-
ing on the pavement; his ship was gone and he was stranded in New York.
Drawn into the efficient toils of a powerful gang, Gavin learned of the vi-
cious methods used to keep gang members under control: the arranged
arrests, the paternal protection that masked bribery, the street fighting,
and the power politics. Grim and convincing, the story has pace and color.
Cavanna, Betty. The Country Cousin. Morrow, 1967. 222p. Trade ed. $3.50; Li-
brary ed. $3.32 net.
At seventeen, Mindy had no plans for the future and was bored with
Ad her life in the country; then her cousin Alix invited her to work in a
7-9 dress shop in Bryn Mawr, a shop called "The Country Cousin." At first
Mindy felt inadequate, but her confidence grew-both at work and in her
personal life. Cousin Alix took her into the New York wholesale district,
then to Paris; Mindy realized that she had some ability as a designer
and decided to take courses at a fashion design school. The career theme
is not unusual, but it is realistically handled, as are Mindy's mild love
affair and her relationships with the staff of The Country Cousin. A
pleasant book, not deep or significant, but unpretentious and honest.
Chandoha, Walter. A Puppy for You; with words and photographs by Walter
Chandoha. World, 1967. 22p. $1.95.
A series of photographs accompanied by a mawkish and inept series
NR of captions. The photographs are posed and painfully cute, and the whole
3-4 book has the coy contrivance of calendar art. "Pick pretty puppies and
yrs. sweaters and bow, then off you go to the fashion show." accompanies two
photographs: in the first, two puppies are wearing sweaters and hats, in
the second, an engaging pup is decked with a hair-bow. It may be noted
that there is a discrepancy between this, "A Holly Book," and the usual
standards of this publisher.
Cheney, Cora. The Incredible Deborah; a story based on the life of Deborah
Sampson. Scribner, 1967. 203p. illus. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed.
$3.63 net.
A lively biography of the Massachusetts girl who became a soldier
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R during the Revolutionary War. Deborah was twenty-one, intelligent, rest-
6-9 less, and curious about life; she also was an ardent patriot. Not until she
fell ill was Deborah's sex discovered; she had even managed to escape
medical attention when wounded while a member of a raiding party. Deb-
orah left her husband and children, in later years, to lecture on her ex-
periences and, in 1805, was granted a pension as an invalid soldier. The
story is exciting, the writing crisp and straightforward. A bibliography
is appended.
Christopher, John. The City of Gold and Lead. Macmillan, 1967. 185p. $4.25.
The second book in this science fiction trilogy is just as effective as
R was the first, The White Mountains, reviewed in the December, 1967 is-
6-9 sue. Here Will, who had taken refuge in the mountains where the few
still-free people in the world dwelt, has been trained to compete in an
athletic contest. If he wins, he will be chosen to serve the Masters of the
world, the mysterious beings who control humans by capping their heads
with steel mesh. Will does win, and he goes with the other victors to
serve as slaves to the Masters; the others go in a spirit of sacrifice,
Will as a spy. He serves, he learns, and he escapes as the story ends.
The concept of the world of the Masters is beautifully developed, a whole
alien culture grafted onto the submissive remnants of mankind in the
world of the future; the story is kept within a tight framework, and the
suspense is masterfully maintained.
Coatsworth, Elizabeth Jane. Bess and the Sphinx; illus. by Bernice Loewenstein.
Macmillan, 1967. 88p. $3.75.
When Papa decided that the family ought to take a trip to Egypt before
R the milestone year of 1900, small Bess was both delighted and apprehen-
3-5 sive. Looking back to her own childhood, Elizabeth Coatsworth describes
that trip with rueful sympathy for the shy and awkward child she once
was. Bess had one mortifying experience after another; once, for exam-
ple, she fell into the Nile and ruined a beautiful red jacket of which she
had been proud. But when the family went to see the Sphinx, timid Bess
felt she had a friend. "She hadn't had this feeling anywhere else in Egypt,
as though a great something was aware of her, and felt kindly, too." Then
Bess found a clay figure of Osiris in the sand, and felt it was a gift of the
Sphinx, a protective charm she had discovered alone. A gentle, touching
story in itself, the book is doubly interesting because it is Miss Coats-
worth's first narrative of her own childhood.
Cohen, Miriam. Will I Have a Friend? pictures by Lillian Hoban. Macmillan,
1967. 26p. $3.50.
A very nice book for the child who is ready for nursery school or
R kindergarten, and an especially nice one for the child who is not ready,
4-6 and needs support. Jim, escorted to his first day of school by his father,
yrs. is worried about making a friend. He rather wistfully stands around
watching the other youngsters play and finally makes contact at rest
time, so called-most of the children are resting by waving their legs in
the air, quietly. The drawings of schoolroom activities are very funny
and quite beguiling, and the locale is a city neighborhood that seems ar-
chitecturally, economically, and racially mixed.
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Du Bois, William P6ne. The Horse in the Camel Suit. Harper, 1967. 80p. illus.
Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.79 net.
To be read, as it is written, with tongue firmly in cheek. Again the in-
R genious lad who solved the problem of The Alligator Case is faced with
4-6 an entangling-possibly dangerous-alliance. Partly to protect a small
town policeman from causing himself trouble, and partly to solve a crime,
our hero works (with success) to outwit a gang of horse-stealing despera-
does under a theatrical cover. The illustrations are charming and very
funny; the story is very funny, rather complicated, and sophisticated in
both vocabulary and humor.
Elgin, Kathleen. Read About the Eye; written and illus. by Kathleen Elgin. Watts,
1967. 49p. Trade ed. $2.65; Library ed. $1.98 net.
A moderately good introduction to the topic is weakened by small
M lapses in clarity rather than by inaccuracy of information or haphazard
2-3 arrangement. The illustrations are not always adequately labeled, and
there is a less-than-scientific attitude implicit in such a statement about
the eyes as, "They are well protected because they are very valuable."
The author describes the structure of the eye, adjustment to changes in
light or distance, protective mechanisms, iris color, and-necessarily
skimming the topic-the process of seeing.
Emberley, Barbara, ad. Drummer Hoff; illus. by Ed Emberley. Prentice-Hall,
1967. 28p. $4.25.
An adaptation of a folk verse, with bouncy rhythm and the twin appeals
R of rhyme and repetition for the very young. The tale begins with Private
5-7 Parriage who brought the carriage and Drummer Hoff who fired it off,
yrs. then-part by part-the cumulative verse brings in other military men of
increasing rank and convenient surnames. The illustrations are delight-
ful; bright colors over woodcut lines give an ornate leaded-glass effect;
the amusing details are, as in the text, repeated; the lurid, dramatic
double-page spread in which the cannon is finally fired is followed by a
single page in which the passing of time has clothed the weapon with
sweet signs of bucolic peace-a lovely surprise.
Fisher, Leonard Everett. The Shoemakers; written and illus. by Leonard Everett
Fisher. Watts, 1967. 44p. (Colonial American Craftsmen) Trade ed.
$2.65; Library ed. $1.98 net.
As in the other books in this series, the first part of the text gives
Ad historical background and the second part describes in detail (carefully
5-7 augmented by step-by-step illustrations) the making of shoes in Colonial
times. The illustrations are handsome, the technical information clear;
the book has rather less background material that is of general histori-
cal interest than do preceding volumes. A list of terms and an index are
appended.
Goldston, Robert C. The Rise of Red China; illus. with photographs and drawings
by Donald Carrick. Bobbs-Merrill, 1967. 256p. $4.95.
Another excellent book in the author's series of examinations of events
R in the life of a nation that are of far-reaching international importance in
8- the one world of today. Here the historical background of the emergence
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of communism in China begins with her ancient history and the book ex-
amines in particular the exploitation of China by imperialist Occidental
tactics in the nineteenth century. Mr. Goldston describes in great detail
the power struggle between Mao Tse-tung and Chiang Kai-shek, aspects
affected by foreign intervention, and the relationship between the United
States and Formosa. Objective, lucid, and intelligent. A list of readings,
a bibliography, and an index are appended.
Gordon, Ethel Edison. Where Does the Summer Go? T. Y. Crowell, 1967. 172p.
$3.95.
A mature and sensitive junior novel for girls, particularly discern-
R ing in its portrayal of the intricacies of relationships and compromises
7-10 within a family. Fifteen-year-old Fredericka has been dreaming of see-
ing David again, but she finds that he has changed over the winter and
the easy rapport of past summers is gone. Freddy also becomes aware
of the tensions and conflicts between adult members of the household. In
this summer of growing understanding, Freddy begins to realize that
there are unseen depths to relationships previously taken at face value;
and she begins, also, to acquire an adult's compassion for the imperfec-
tions of those one loves.
Grimm, Jakob Ludwig Karl. The Four Clever Brothers; a story by the Brothers
Grimm; with pictures by Felix Hoffmann. Harcourt, 1967. 30p. $4.50.
First published in Switzerland in 1966, a distinguished picture book
R version of the tale also known as "The Four Accomplished (or, Skillful)
K-3 Brothers." The style is brisk but not brusque, the illustrations pure de-
light. The colors are soft and rich, the composition distinctive, and the
pictures remarkable for their evocation of mood and movement. Four
brothers, sent into the world by a poor father, learn four separate trades;
to rescue the King's daughter, they pool their skills (stargazer, thief,
hunter, and tailor) and outwit the dragon. Unable to agree on the tradi-
tional award, the hand of the princess, the four brothers gallantly agree
to accept a fourth of the kingdom each.
Hawes, Judy. Ladybug, Ladybug, Fly Away Home; illus. by Ed Emberley. T. Y.
Crowell, 1967. 34p. (Let's-Read-and-Find-Out Books) $3.25.
A good first book about the small beetle familiar to most children;
R the text is written in a crisp, informal style with an occasional note of
2-4 pleasantry. The illustrations are quite effective: large, clear diagrams
or attractive embellishments that make good use of black, white, red,
and green: a ladybug almost lost among the scarlet measle spots on a
face, or a frieze of bright red poppies punctuated by tiny, bright red bugs.
The text describes different kinds of ladybugs, their anatomy and habitat,
defense mechanisms, their use in control of scale insects, and the ex-
planation of the chant, "Ladybug, ladybug, fly away home .. ."
Honour, Alan. Tormented Genius; The Struggles of Vincent Van Gogh; with six
full-color plates. Morrow, 1967. 191p. $4.95.
An interesting, if gloomy, biography of the painter who had neither
Ad artistic recognition nor personal stability during his short lifetime. An
7-10 unconforming child rejected by his conservative and despairing parents,
Van Gogh was a maladjusted youth and a desperately unhappy man,
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friendless and irascible; his only real love went to a younger brother.
Women spurned him, the art world dismissed him-he sold but one pic-
ture in his lifetime; small wonder that his despondency turned to insan-
ity. The book is more concerned with Van Gogh's life than his work, but
his work is not ignored. The biography is serious in tone, adequately
written, and candid. Several color reproductions of Van Gogh's paintings
are included, as are a list of his works in museums in the United States,
a bibliography, and an index.
Jackson, Jacqueline. Missing Melinda; illus. by Irene Burns. Little, 1967. 142p.
$3.95.
A mystery story about the disappearance of an antique doll, with chap-
Ad ters contributed separately by Cordelia and Ophelia, the twin daughters
4-6 of a Shakespeare buff. The contrast in the girls' Writing styles is deft,
reflecting their personalities and enabling the author to add humor and
a little internecine sniping. The girls lose Melinda almost as soon as
they find her, and their sleuthing ends in a frantic chase at a doll show
after they have followed several false leads and have learned many facts
(and interesting ones) about doll collecting. The plot is believable, the
only weak point being that both girls forget that they have left an indelible
clue to their ownership by stuffing the doll with a torn piece of Cordelia's
shirt-a fact that they finally recall at the close of the story.
Jacobs, Leland B. Is Somewhere Always Far Away? illus. by John E. Johnson.
Holt, 1967. 47p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.59 net.
A collection of verses, grouped in four sections, entitled "Somewhere
Ad is . .. the Country, ... the City, ... Make Believe, ... Home." The writ-
K-3 ing has the appeals of rhythm and rhyme and of familiar experiences and
sights; it is, for the most part, adeptly written, but there are occasional
awkward moments: "The bus stop is a special spot. Of that it's very
clear." The illustrations are adequate, with some humorous touches.
Machol, Libby. Gianna. Beacon, 1967. 197p. $4.95.
In the scholarship program of the American Field Service, thousands
R of high school students spend a year living with a family in a foreign
8- country. To the Machol family, Gianna Bosco became their third and
much-loved daughter; seventeen-year-old Gianna, blue-eyed and dim-
pled, had been as carefully screened as had the Machol family to make
sure they would fit. And fit they did, from the first moment, "Thanks
God," as Gianna said. Given a worthy program, a competent writer, a
pleasant family, and a charming girl, there's substance for a diverting
true story, and that's what this is, despite the heavy amount of detailed
information about the international exchange program.
MacVicar, Angus. Let's Visit Scotland; by Angus MacVicar and John C. Caldwell.
Day, 1967. 96p. illus. Library ed. $2.86 net.
As are most of the books in this series, this is a collage of statistics,
Ad capsule history, bits of geographical information, and odd facts about
4-6 cultural, educational, and industrial facets of Scotland. The book has a
bit more about wild life than do most in the series; the pictures vary a
great deal in interest, some being photographs that show a unique or
typical scene and others being the sort of scene that has little local dis-
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tinction-such as the interior shot of a steel mill. The information is
useful despite the flat style of writing. An index is appended.
Meyer, Edith Patterson. That Remarkable Man; Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes.
Little, 1967. 189p. illus. $4.75.
Although the writing style of this biography is rather quiet and se-
R date, the subject was a man so lively-as well as remarkable-that the
6-9 book is not dull. Overshadowed by his loquacious and famous parent,
young Wendell was determined to achieve status; after serving in the
Civil War and being wounded three times, he entered Harvard Law School
and thus began his long career as one of the great thinkers of our legal
history. Revered and admired for his professional eminence, Holmes
was also a man of great charm and humor; all of these qualities are
made vivid by the author, who gives a balanced attention to the personal
and professional aspects of the life of Mr. Justice Holmes. A list of books
by and about Holmes, and an index are appended.
Molin, Charles, ed. Ghosts, Spooks and Spectres. White, 1967. 235p. $3.75.
A good anthology of tales about ghosts, several of them of unknown au-
Ad thorship and one in rhyme. The calibre of the stories is rather uneven,
7-10 but the book should be welcomed by ghost story fans, since it has some
selections not usually found in such collections and eschews some of the
hardy perennials. The stories range from gothic gloom or the Victorian
flavored melodrama to the light touch of Saki or Wilde.
Mother Goose. London Bridge is Falling Down; the song and game illus. by Ed
Emberley. Little, 1967. 32p. $3.50.
A pleasant setting of the familiar verse, the pictures in bright pastels
Ad showing ornately varied bridges that illustrate such suggestions as "build
K-2 it up with gold and silver. .. ." The pictures have fewer period details
and less humor than do those of the Spiers version below; the text does
not follow the repetition of the singing game, so that this reads more sim-
ply, but has less rhythm than does Spiers. Additional verses, and a very
simple arrangement of the music are appended.
Mother Goose. London Bridge Is Falling Down! illus. by Peter Spier. Doubleday,
1967. 40p. $3.95.
A romping version of the singing game, each verse with its picture in
R a double-page spread, with most of the space devoted to illustrations
K-2 filled with small-and often very funny-details. "How shall we build it
up again?" is, for example, illustrated by a picture of an architect's of-
fice; one tiny detail is a portrait of a bewigged and rather pompous gen-
tleman proudly holding his T-square. Many of the details have historical
interest (a hogshead of tobacco labeled "Williamsburg Virginia Colony").
Some notes on the history of the bridge are appended, as are the words
and music for the song.
Murphy, Shirley Rousseau. The Sand Ponies; illus. by Erika Weihs. Viking, 1967.
173p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.77 net.
Ad Karen and Tom, thirteen and twelve, run away from the alcoholic aunt
5-7 and uncle with whom they have been living since the death of their par-
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ents. After some tramping about, they are taken in by a widower with
three children and his elderly, hospitable housekeeper. Karen and Tom
learn that a village legend is that anyone who sees the wild beach ponies
will have good luck; and indeed good luck comes to them. The family
wants to adopt them; and a pretty young teacher who has just come to the
community is going to be a mother to them and the widower's three chil-
dren. They even find again their two beloved horses, sold at the time
their parents died, Karen's former horse having led others in running
away from his owner to the familiar coastal area. Despite some contriv-
ances, a good story because of the amiable relationships and the main-
tenance of pace. One stylistic idiosyncrasy may disturb some readers,
and that is the fact that most of the story is told in present tense with
some shifting from scene to scene; this technique gives a feeling of im-
mediacy and communicates mood, but it occasionally seems artificial.
Nakagawa, Ricko. A Blue Seed; illus. by Yuriko Omura. Hastings House, 1967.
27p. $3.95.
First published in Japan in 1964, a picture book that is short, artless,
Ad and beguiling in its simplicity. While playing with his model airplane,
4-6 Yuji is approached by Fox (with a flower tucked into his shorts) who of-
yrs. fers to exchange his special treasure, a blue seed, for the toy. The ex-
change is made, and Yuji plants the blue seed with a label, "blue seed."
It grows into a blue house, larger and larger; one by one, children and
animals move in. The fox sees it all, reclaims his treasure, evicts one
hundred children, one hundred animals, and one hundred birds. The
house falls apart, the fox faints. There may be a message there, but it
doesn't impinge on the bland silliness.
Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. Jennifer Jean, the Cross-Eyed Queen; illus. by Harold
K. Lamson. Lerner, 1967. 27p. $2.95.
"The Cross-Eyed Queen" was one of the things other children said to
Ad tease Jennifer Jean; she didn't mind too much-she could see pretty well,
K-3 and in a way it was nice to be different. But when Jennifer Jean was four,
she was taken to a doctor; first she wore an eye-patch, then eyeglasses;
then she did exercises, and after a while her eyes really were straight
again. A realistic treatment of the problem: Jennifer Jean is teased, but
not unmercifully; she has trouble with some activities, but not all; she
would like to have straight eyes, but is used to being cross-eyed. The
parental attitude is commendably relaxed, and the story-although not
well written, and both sedate and purposive-should encourage children
who suffer from being cross-eyed and educate other children. In one il-
lustration Jennifer seems much, much younger than she looks in all the
others.
Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. What the Gulls were Singing; illus. by Jack Smith.
Follett, 1967. 191p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.48 net.
The Buckley family moves to their new summer home on the ocean
M front, Father having decided that the only way to have a vacation home
4-6 was to take in boarders. Several threads of plot develop: the mysterious
behavior of one boarder, the discovery of the fact that the baby of the
family will always be retarded, the orientation and adjustment of a Greek
foster child, a love affair, the resentment Marilyn (second-oldest, and
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the protagonist) feels at her position-only to discover that little Danny
envies her. Many of the situations and relationships are convincing, but
the book is crowded with too many story lines, none of which stands out,
although the poignancy of the baby's condition is emotionally striking.
Some of the incidents seem of little relevance, and this is also true of
some of the minor characters; a goat furnishes some humor, and a tough
gang some tension, but-being tangential to the development of action-
they serve only to distract.
Noble, Iris. Courage in her Hands. Messner, 1967. 190p. $3.50.
In 1815, all of California was claimed by Spain save for the Russian
Ad trading post of Fort Ross. When her father brought Malinda Fitzgerald
6-9 there, she was permitted to stay by the Russian commander because of
her ability as an artist-recorder. Living with an Indian woman, Malinda
learned to love and respect Nahomen and to establish rapport with the
Russian staff. When her childhood friend, Alan, took refuge at Fort Ross
after having escaped from the Spanish, Malinda realized that his path was
hers. The plot is rather heavily embroidered, but the setting is most in-
teresting, both because of the information it gives about otter-hunting and
relations with the Pacific Coast Indians and because of the sympathetic
picture of the Indian culture.
North, Joan. The Whirling Shapes. Farrar, 1967. 183p. $3.50.
A novel of adventure and fantasy that quickly establishes a mood of
R mystery and keeps its momentum while the mood deepens. The writing is
7-10 skillful, with good dialogue and characterization, and the story line is
tight save for a small diffusion at the close of the story. Liz, visiting her
cousin Miranda's home in London, is baffled by the strange house that ap-
pears and disappears on the heath seen from her window. Steadily the
whirling shapes that inhabit the heath trap one after another of the char-
acters in the story . . then they begin to consume the house itself. The
five remaining people go back in time and are saved by Liz, chosen be-
cause she is the youngest, who makes a journey alone and closes the gap
in time.
Powell, Fern. Especially Sisters; illus. by Nancy Grossman. Dutton, 1967. 160p.
Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.91 net.
When Susie's parents had been killed, leaving her and her two older
Ad sisters orphaned, the family had been separated; Susie stayed with
3-5 Grandpa, and her sisters lived in another town with Uncle David. Then
it was decided that Susie should join the others, and so she went to live
in the town of Ponty, in Wales, and she started school. The small inci-
dents of the story are realistic and amusing, as Susie adjusts to being
part of a family and relinquishing the privileged position of an only child.
The writing is low-keyed; the fact that the protagonist is five may lessen
the book's appeal to girls old enough to read it, although that is balanced
somewhat by the fact that most of the action also involves Susie's sisters,
who are seven and nine.
Pratt, Davis. Magic Animals of Japan; by Davis Pratt and Elsa Kula. Parnassus,
1967. 30p. illus. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.96 net.
A dozen brief versions (one page each) of Japanese folk tales, each
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R about a different creature-some as exotic as kappas or mermaids and
4-6 others as familiar as cats or rabbits, but all enchanted. The writing is
rather compressed, useful as a source for the storyteller; notes on each
of the creatures (not the stories) are appended. The illustrations are
woodcuts in the Japanese traditional style, a full-page picture facing each
story; a few of the illustrations lack distinction but most of them are
quite handsome, sophisticated in the use of color and space, and varied
in mood. Appended is a section that explains the legends of the birth
years; that is, the cycle of twelve years-each named for an animal-with
traits shared by children born in those years. For example, a child born
in the Year of the Dog will be faithful and lovable, but weak-willed.
Prelutsky, Jack. A Gopher in the Garden; And Other Animal Poems; pictures by
Robert Leydenfrost. Macmillan, 1967. 26p. $3.95.
A collection that can be read aloud to younger children as well as
R read independently by the child old enough to enjoy the word-play. The
4-5 rhythm, the repetition, the nonsense, and the satisfaction (whether real-
ized or not) of internal rhyme have general appeal; the illustrations have
a benign inanity befitting the mood of the animal poems. "The Bengal Ti-
ger likes to eat/ enormous quantities of meat. Now people have been
heard to say/ that tigers hypnotize their prey. So please do not take fool-
ish chances; avoid the Bengal tiger's glances."
Ropner, Pamela. The Guardian Angel; illus. by Sheila Bewley. Coward-McCann,
1967. 159p. $3.29.
A romantic story tinged with mystery and saturated with the super-
NR natural. Gabriella is a schoolgirl living in London; she receives an invi-
5-7 tation from her grandmother to visit the family estate in Scotland, and
she promptly becomes enchanted with the house, the region, and the mer-
curial and extravagant Nonna, her Italian-born grandmother. An evil
spirit in the form of the debonair Sir Harry Nicholas almost causes
Nonna's ruin and the loss of the estate, but two ancient sisters make a
mystic sacrifice and Gabriella herself spurns Sir Harry's plea that she
give herself into his power . .. and he vanishes in the mist. The gloomy,
patterned Gothic story is peopled with stock characters and is really
both too superficial and too intricate to have value.
Russell, Solveig Paulson. A White Sweater Must Be White; pictures by Art Sei-
den. Grosset, 1967. 39p. $1.95.
Mrs. Barnaby decided to knit a sweater for her husband, and he was
NR very pleased. The first time he wore it, the sweater needed washing, and
K-2 it shrank; so his son wore it. It became dirty, was washed, shrank. Then
it passed on int the same fashion from dog to cat to mouse; the story
ends with the mouse scampering about (it looks like a mouse, at least,
on his hind legs) while "Sam laughed as Wee Willie ran about gaily in his
new sweater. Mrs. Barnaby nodded and smiled. She was very pleased."
A very slight story, repetitive, with an inconclusive ending. The illustra-
tions are of pedestrian quality.
Reuter, Carol. The Secret of the Sea Rocks; decorations by Vera Bock. McKay,
1967. 217p. $4.50.
Rachel, almost eighteen, is thrilled by the prospect of spending the
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NR summer with her father on an archeological project in Tarquinia, but
6-9 she knows she will miss her boy friend. As a matter of fact, she doesn't,
since she becomes involved in a mystery, two flirtations, and the tangled
affairs of various other members of the party. Serious, scholarly Josh
is devoted to his studies of the Etruscans, and Rachel rapidly becomes
devoted to Josh and intrigued both by archeology and by the mystery of
the lost treasure of the house of Chiara. In a very patterned plot, Rachel
is instrumental in finding the treasure and the true love. The information
about the Etruscans is interesting, but the formula plot and banal writing
style make the book rather slight fare.
Schwartz, Alvin. Museum; The Story of America's Treasure Houses; illus. with
photographs. Dutton, 1967. 256p. $5.95.
A most interesting, most useful book that gives excellent coverage of
R many aspects of the topic, and gives it in a straightforward style ham-
7- pered only occasionally by being heavy with information. The author de-
scribes the first museums founded in this country and the proliferation
of such institutions today; some of the facets of museum problems cov-
ered are financing and acquisition, others are problems to do with the
collection itself (such as renovation) and still others with the problems
of bringing the collection to the public (such as security or museum edu-
cation). The largest part of the book is devoted to art museums; separate
sections disucss museums of history, of natural history, and of science
and industry. A final chapter discusses opportunities, training, and sal-
aries in museum careers; an index is appended.
Serraillier, lan. The Challenge of the Green Knight; illus. by Victor G. Ambrus.
Walck, 1967. 56p. $3.50.
Based on a fourteenth-century poem of unknown authorship, this tale
R of romance and adventure is beautifully told and beautifully illustrated.
6-9 Young Sir Gawain, answering the challenge of the mysterious Green
Knight who appears to Camelot, promises a blow for a blow. He decapi-
tates the knight, but the head reminds him of his promise; a year later,
Gawain must present himself for the Green Knight's death blow. He tar-
ries at a castle where the lord's beautiful wife tempts him three times;
three times he resists, and when he meets the Green Knight he is
spared, since this is the husband of the amorous lady; he appears as a
Green Knight by the witchcraft of Morgan la Faye. The style is wonder-
fully right for the material: rich, rolling phrases, with stately cadence
and completely natural use of language appropriate to the medieval set-
ting and the subject.
Shapp, Martha. Let's Find Out About New Year's Day; by Martha and Charles
Shapp; pictures by Eva Cellini. Watts, 1968. 47p. $2.65.
A description of some of the ways in which peoples of the world cele-
M brate the advent of the new year; the text gives some idea of the variety
2-4 of local or national customs, but gives little information about obser-
vances in times past. The book is neither as well written nor as attrac-
tively illustrated as in Aliki's New Year's Day, reviewed in the previous
issue; it does include the Jewish New Year, which is not in the book by
Aliki, undoubtedly because there is, in the publisher's series of books
about holidays, a book entitled The Jewish New Year (T. Y. Crowell).
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Shecter, Ben. Conrad's Castle. Harper, 1967. 29p. illus. Trade ed. $3.50; Li-
brary ed. $3.27 net.
An entirely diverting picture book in which a small boy's castles-in-
R the-air are shown rising and growing, crenellated and buttressed, pen-
K-2 nants whipping in an imaginary wind. Meanwhile, in real life, Conrad's
chums are doing their best to distract him with enticing offers of team
captaincy, a peek at a dead mouse, or attendance at a Public Spanking.
The captions are brief, the humorous illustrations carrying the burden
of the story.
Showers, Paul. A Drop of Blood; illus. by Don Madden. T. Y. Crowell, 1967.
34p. (Let's-Read-and-Find-Out Books) $3.25.
Crisp, straightforward writing and gay, cartoon-like illustrations
R combine to make this introduction to the topic of human blood clear,
2-3 simple, and accurate. The author describes circulation and the protec-
tive powers of the blood, the types of cells of which blood is composed,
and the reassuring fact that there is constant replenishment of the blood
supply-although the details of this process are not given.
Smith, Sarah Stafford. The Ink-Bottle Club; illus. by Anne Linton. Watts, 1967.
17 6p. $3.50.
A very pleasant story in itself, this is also used as a vehicle for half
R a dozen shorter tales told by some of the adult characters in the book.
4-6 The important characters are the children who form the Ink-bottle Club:
two English children visiting in Dublin in 1913, their Irish cousins, and
three neighboring children. The illustrations amplify the period flavor
of the book; the plot is anecdotal, tied together by the unfolding of rela-
tionships and the emergence of distinctions of character. The dialogue
occasionally has an old-fashioned stiffness, but the style on the whole
is rather sprightly. A good family story.
Sophrin, Alan D. Quiet Rebel. Day, 1967. 191p. $3.95.
Brad Jackson is a popular and pleasant boy, a good student and a
Ad member of the track team; running against a Negro boy, Bill Grimes,
6-9 Brad is beaten and is snubbed when he talks to Bill. With the jolting re-
alization that Bill is one of a small group of high school students who
have been refused the right to attend an all-white high school, Brad
awakens to the conviction that it is his duty to do something about it.
With his family's support and the Grimes family's counsel, Bill and his
friend Arnie Weiss marshal their forces. The goal is accomplished by
a tangential effort, Brad's girl friend having decided to put pressure on
her father, who is the most prejudiced member of the school board. His
sudden reversal is the weakest note of a story otherwise adequately writ-
ten. The chief value of the book is that it shows the sort of Gentleman's
Agreement of a small northeastern town full of Nice People. The char-
acters are believable although not drawn in depth; the dialogue occasion-
ally seems forced.
Spencer, Cornelia. Sun Yat-sen; Founder of the Chinese Republic. Day, 1967.
191p. illus. $3.95.
An objective and detailed biography, sedately written and competent-
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R ly organized; much of the material is inherently dramatic, and the use-
7-10 fulness and current interest of the book more than compensate for the
static presentation. Sent to Hawaii at the age of twelve, Yat-sen was
placed by his brother in an Anglican Church school, a milieu that has a
far-reaching effect on the young patriot and intellectual who was later
baptized a Christian, who became a doctor but was not interested in a
medical career, and who was one of the leading spirits of the 1911 revo-
lution. A bibliography, a chronology, a divided list of references, and an
index are appended.
Thaler, Susan. Rosaria; decorations by Genia. McKay, 1967. 117p. $3.50.
Rosaria didn't want to drop out of high school, but her family needed
Ad money; her father found that a Puerto Rican didn't get jobs easily and
6-9 her older brother sneered at education and at hard work. When her be-
loved father deserted the family, Rosaria left school and joined a tough
gang; the New York City authorities picked her up during the gang's rob-
bery of a jewelry store. Remanded to a social worker, Rosaria was sent
to work at Project Step-Ahead, where she resisted the charms and needs
of the pre-school children as long as she could, finally succumbing. Her
bitterness gone, Rosaria became friendly with Ted Bates, who also
worked on the project. Then Papa came home, and Rosaria, feeling that
the world was brighter, decided to go back to school. This is a more
moderate treatment of the theme of good-girl-almost-gone-wrong than
is Fleischman's Gang Girl (Doubleday, 1967) and somewhat better writ-
ten, although the book is weakened by the almost-pat ending and the prev-
alence of trite phrases. The characters are slightly redolent of a case
history of a New York Puerto Rican family, but it certainly rings true.
Titus, Eve. The Two Stonecutters; ad. from the Japanese; illus. by Yoko Mitsu-
hashi. Doubleday, 1967. 43p. $3.95.
An old folk tale in picture book format, this tells of the two brothers
R who were granted seven wishes; content, the Younger Brother needed
K-3 but one, while six of the wishes belonged to Elder Brother. Never satis-
fied, Elder Brother kept changing his mind and used all his wishes; only
by the unselfish Younger Brother's use of his own wish was Elder Broth-
er enabled to resume his original shape (he had become a stone) and to
resume his simple life. The story is rather more suitable for the middle
grades audience than for the read-aloud audience; the style of writing is
direct and simple, the illustrations handsomely designed and beautifully
detailed in subdued colors.
Treece, Henry. Swords from the North; illus. by Charles Keeping. Pantheon
Books, 1967. 240p. $3.95.
Based on a thirteenth-century Icelandic legend, this last volume of
R the Hardrada trilogy is filled with color, action, and vividly dramatic
6-10 characters. The story is set in Byzantium between the years 1034 and
1044, where Harald enlists in the Varangian Guard and becomes a cap-
tain, thereby exposing himself to the jealousy and subsequent treachery
of his Byzantine allies. Good as an adventure story or as a historical
novel, this is endowed with depth by the style of writing: especially in
the dialogue does the author capture the cadence and vigor of the lan-
guage of the saga.
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Wahl, Jan. Pocahontas in London; designed and illus. by John Alcorn. Delacorte,
1967. 35p. $4.50.
The story of the Indian girl's trip to London, and of some experiences
Ad she had there, is told in a rather stiff and abrupt style that reads in part
3-4 as though the text had been adapted to the illustrations. "She passed a
fair-on-the-green, and lifting her skirts she raced the fastest runner,
laughing merrily." or, at the close of the book, "She found the deepest
woods, and there she looked for her friends the deer and the squirrel,
and, for just a moment, wished she were back home." The pictures are
very handsome indeed, beautifully composed, flavored with Aubrey
Beardsley, and remarkable for the brilliant, clear colors.
Walden, Amelia Elizabeth. A Name for Himself. Lippincott, 1967. 190p. Trade
ed. $3.75; Library ed. $3.59 net.
Vito's brothers hadn't got anywhere with a high school diploma-so
Ad why not drop out? What chance was there for Vito Bennette, who lived
8-10 in a waterfront shack? When he started dating wealthy Morgan Drake,
Vito asked her to keep it secret, knowing the gang would heckle him; he
certainly wasn't going to love her-or anyone. Then Vito went along with
his pal Skip on a mission of vengeance, and Skip broke into a house and
slashed a collection of paintings. Taken to court, Skip pleaded guilty,
then broke into raging abuse; Vito was put on a year's probation and a
teacher was appointed his educational probationer. Miss Hubbard got
him a job and involved him in a community drama project, and Morgan
helped him improve his speech. Morgan ran away when her father want-
ed her to go to a boarding school; Vito found her. He could not bring
himself to say he loved her, but he did and she knew it. The ending of
the story seems inconclusive, and the story itself seems more an ex-
ploration of the problems of a fringe delinquent than the development of
this particular delinquent, Vito. As such, it is quite convincing in show-
ing some of the factors and the attitudes of adults that shape or change
delinquent and hostile behavior.
Walsh, Gillian Paton. The Dolphin Crossing. St. Martin's, 1967. 134p. $3.75.
A story set in England in 1940, in which two adolescent boys partici-
R pate in the evacuation from the beaches of Dunkirk. John and his mother
6-9 live in a coastal village; their house has been taken over by the govern-
ment and they live in a small cottage. Pat is a London lad, living in an
abandoned railway carriage with his stepmother, who is about to have a
child; both fathers are in the service. When the news of Dunkirk comes,
John takes his father's boat and joins the rescue operation; Pat, who has
never sailed before, shows both intelligence and courage as a mate. The
contrast between these boys of such different backgrounds is sharply
drawn, and the characterization and dialogue are good; the picture of
wartime Britain is vivid. There is a slow building toward the drama of
Dunkirk that makes the contribution of such boys believable, since it
makes clear the quiet courage of British citizens.
Weart, Edith Lucie. The Story of Your Bones; illus. by Jan Fairservis. Coward-
McCann, 1966. 63p. Library ed. $3.29 net.
Ad A simply written text describes the parts of the human skeleton, the
4-6 structure, composition, and growth of bones, the functions of different
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kinds of bones, and some of the relations between bones and other parts
of the body, such as the muscles. The illustrations are of variable qual-
ity, some of little use and others clear and adequately labeled. The writ-
ing is simple and the facts given are accurate, but the book is weakened
by the fact that there are passages that seem written down; for example,
"You can see your ear in a mirror. You can feel it. Do you know the
name of the bone just under the ear?" A twenty-word glossary and an
index are appended.
Weir, Rosemary. High Courage; illus. by Ian Ribbons. Farrar, 1967. 186p.
$3.50.
A novel set in the reign of Henry III, when his loyal subjects were
Ad battling the supporters of de Montfort. Young Richard Travers is taken
6-9 prisoner when Baron Banworth captures Travers Castle; a page in an
enemy household, Richard feels a fierce allegiance to his king. With an-
other, younger child Richard is helped to escape and, returning home,
finds that his father is alive but crippled. The story ends in rather pat
fashion, with the vulnerable Travers family rejoicing because a mes-
senger has just brought the news of the royal victory at Evesham. The
writing style is competent and characterization adequate; the plot is
slow-moving, the historical background and period details interesting.
Whately, Rosaleen. Sarah for Sally; illus. by Anne Linton. Abelard-Schuman,
1967. 159p. $3.50.
Sally asks her grandmother if she, too, had been called Sally when
Ad she was a child. Granny says that she was always called Sarah, and then
4-6 she tells some tales of her childhood, stories of Sarah, for Sally. All of
the episodes are simple, believable, and slightly faded-lavender. The
style is the weakness of the book: it is not inappropriate to have the dia-
logue prim and old-fashioned, but all of the writing has the stiffness and
propriety of period fiction.
Yashima, Taro. Seashore Story. Viking, 1967. 36p. illus. Trade ed. $4.95; Li-
brary ed. $4.53 net.
Some children, playing on a beach, remember the old legend about
Ad the Japanese fisherman who lived happily beneath the sea, only to find,
2-3 when he emerged, that time had passed and all his loved ones were gone.
Opening his farewell gift from the sea people, Urashima suddenly turned
into an old man. The children discuss the legend, agreeing that some-
thing better should have happened; their teacher points out that the fish-
erman had stayed away so long because he had forgotten those he loved
at home. The legend is well-told, its framework about a ballet class at
the beach inconclusive; what Taro Yashima does achieve is the aware-
ness that important things endure (the legend, for example, is important
enough for children today to discuss) but this is a concept too mature
for the audience. The lovely illustrations, nebulous and shimmering,
echo the quiet mood of the story.
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